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Ph .D . Qualifying Exa.minatj on

CJ.ASSICAI, PIIYST(IS

Closed Book Four llours

ANSWER EACH QUESTION IN A SEPAMTIi BOOK AND MARK TII}I QUESTION NUMBER AND
YOUR I\AIIE CLEARLY ON EACI{ BOOK.

PART I MEC}IANI.CS

Answer 3 out of 5 questions 1f-S)

1. Consider a particle of mass m moviug irr two di.mcnsions in a potential

V(x,y) =-ta1*x2 +,4l.sxzyz +r4lrx'{ (l<,lo,trr > 0)

(a) At what point (xo,yo) is the particl.e in srable equilibrium?

(b) Give the Lagrangian appropriate for: smal1 oscil.lations about this
equilibrium position.

(c) Llhat are the normal frequencies of vibration in (b)?

2. Consider a particle of mass m moving in a plane trnder a central force
-k k'F(r)=-7-*i (assumek>0)

(a) What is the Lagrangian for this system in terms of the polar coordinates
r,0 and their velocities?

(b) wrire down the equations of motion for r and 0, and show Ehat the
orbital angular momentum ({) is a constar"rt of the motion.

(c) Assume that g2>-mk'. Find tlie eqrr;rlio, for the orbit (i.e. r as
a function of 0.)



CLAS S I CA],

A wheel of mass M ancl radius Il is; pro.j ccLe<l along a horizontal surface
with an initial linear velocity vr;tnd r'rith an initial angular velocity
oo, so it starts sliding along the srrrface (tlo tends to produce rol1.ing
in the direction opposite to v6.) l,ct the coefficient of friction
bet$reen the wheel and Ehe surface l>cr lt .

3.

PACE 2

C'C, Lu' t!\"6 ,l \

long is it t ill the slid ing cea se s ?

is the velocity of the center of mass of the wheel at the Eime when
slipping stops?

(a) How

(b ) What
the

--*l v 
b

A perfectly smooth horizontal disk is rot:rting with an angular
velocity o about a vertical axis passing through its center. A

person on the disk at a distance R from the origin gives a perfectly
smooth coin (negl-igible size) of mass m a push directly at the origin.
This push gives it an initial velocity v relative to the disk. Show
that the motion for a ti.me t (srrc-h thirt (urt)2 is negligible) appears
to the person on the disk to be a par:abola, and give the equation of
the parabola.

A particle under the actj-on of gravity slides on the inside of a smooEh
paraboloid of revolution whose axis is vertical. Using the distance
from the axi-s r and the azimuthal angle (l as generalized coordinates, find:

(a) The Lagrangian of tl"re system.

(b) The generalized momenta and corresporlding llamiltonian.

(c) The equation of motion for the coordinirte r as a function of time

(d) If d r}/dt = 0, show that tl're par:ticlt' t:irn cxecute small. oscillations about
the lorvest point of the paraboloid,;tnd fin<l the frequency of Ehese
oscillaEions.
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Pa.rt II - Elejltrici.ly..gnd MggJre,_tisnl

Answer 3 out of 5 questions (6-10)

C* L r--r'1 li tA

cuL ln half . The two hemi-

from each other but are

so that the distance
The upper half is rnaintained

maintained at a potential 0 =

PAGE 3

6. A conducting spherical shel1 of radius R is
spherical pieces are electrically sep arated

lef t close Eoge ther as shown in the sketch

separating the two halves can be neglected.
at a potential q, = 0o and the lower half is 0.

+=oo.

UZo=o
cal-culate the electrostat,lc potential- S at all polnts in space outslde of
the surface of the conductora. Neglect terms falLtng faster than Urh (1,e.
keep terms up to and LncludLng those sith l/rb dependence), where r ls the
dLstance from the center of the conductor. Ilints: Start wlth the solution
of Laplacere equation Ln the approprLate coordinate 6ystem. The boundary

condltlon of the surface of the conductor w111 have to be expanded in a

series of Legendre polynomials.

ro (x)

P (x)
1

P (x)
2

P (x)
3

1

x

+x2-u
{x3 - 72"

7. An electric dipol-e erith dipole noment fr = p f i" lo""ted at the origin
11of the coordl-nate system. A second dipJle oi atpote u,orer,t fr = p i i"

22located at a) on the *z axis a distance r from the origin or b) on the fy
axis a distance r from the origj.n. Show that the force between the two

dipoJ-es ls attractive in case a, and repulsive in case b. Calculate the
magnitude of the force ln the two cases.

(a) (b)

v
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9. Two large fLat conductJ-ng plates are separated by a distance D and are
connected together by a wire. A point charge $rith total charge Q is
placed midway between the two plates (above and below their respective
centers). Flnd an expresslon for the surface charge induced on the lower
plate as a function of D, Q and x (the distance from the center of the plate).

l-0. Two large paraIlel plates (non-conductiag), separated by a distance d and
oriented as shown, move together along the x-axis with veloeity v, not
necessarily sma11 compared to c. The upper and lower plates have uniform

surface charge density *o and -o, respectively, in the res! frame of the
plates. Find the rnagnitude and direction of the elect.ric and magnetic fields
between the plates (neglecting edge effects).

it)

e

8. Some isotropic dielectrics become birefringent (doubly refracting) when th
are placed in a static external magnetic field. Such magnetically-biased
materials are said t.o be gyrotropic and are characterized by a permittivit
e and. a constant 'rgyration vector" !. In generat" f is proporEional to tir
static magnetic field which is applled ro the dielectric. Consider a mono

chromati.c plane wave / -> _+ \ r,-> 1 *

i ili::lj = 
[ I:] 

.''no' * - ur'l)

traveling through a gyrotropic material . rr.l ls the given angular frequency
of the rrave' and ff, ls the given dlrection of propagation. to, io, and k
are const,ants to be determined. For a non-conducting (o = 0) and non-
permeable (u = 1) gyrotropLc materlal, the electrlc displacement il and

the elecrric fleld i ,r. rel-ated by

il="t+r(ExB)
where the permiEtivlty e is a posltive real number and where the 'rgyrat,ion

. vectort' i 1" a constant real vector. Consider plane waves wtrich propagate
in the direction of ;, wlth ! polnrlng along the z-axls:

i=e2andfi=i.
a) Startlng from Maxwellrs equatlons, fj.nd the possible values

for the index of refractlon N = kc/ur. Express your ansTrers

in terms of the const,ants e and g.
b) For each possible val-ue of N, find the corresponding polar-

lzation E .
o

V

V
t -v- ! j,x-4'l
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MARK THE QUESTION NU}tsER AND
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ANSWER EACH QUESTION IN A SEPARATE BOOK AND

YOUR NAI"IE CLEARLY ON EACH BOOK.

Ar{swER 6 OUT OF 9 QUESTToNS.
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CLEBSCH.GORDAN COEFFICTENTS, SPHERICAL HARMON.ICS,

. Norc: A f ir to be und.sstood evcr g! co.fficicnt; c' g" tor '8/15 read -f,8/i3'

,,0 = G coso

,,' = -J-# sin o eio

2x

,r'tt 3 (- ll -vI'

l5 
-l

g__{
\

- 11 ls t
I
I
I
I
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6,O

\\\
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E-l

,ro = G(; .o,zo i,

3l

/v(e3e)

y+- r(1 1s3)

/(1116)+1

E(l31 8)

\\\\

,rt =-/* sinocosoe

u! = + /* .in2 o "z

Fig. 5.4 The baryon octet of spin'parity
quirf llavor assignments on the right'

1.. Thu observed states aro given on ths left, and

(i1irn,r-:lirjeJ M)

J - j. _ j,
=(-t)'l''Uejr-e-rlirjrJu
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Modern

Originally, the plane ABCD is hor Lzontal .

around AC so that AB and CD are vertical.
the intens ity at D ls f ound to go through
Explain this phenornenon and determj.ne how
as the ABCD is rotated from horizontal to

,.--i l-u lt". 3 r [-

Page 1

It is then rotated by 90"
In the course of this rotation

a series of maxima and minima.
many maxima will appear
verti.cal .

I,.Ihere more than
of obtaining each

is on the next Page ! ]

L. A monoenergetic beam sel-ected from thermal neutrons is sp1-it and then
brought t,ogether again as shor^m in the f igure AC = BD = [1 , AB = CD = 9e

interference
D region

Shor.r that for a non-relativlstic one dimensional system wlth a smooth flnlte
potential which depends onLy on the spatial coordlnater the ground
state wave function akcays has constant phase.

A hydrogen atom is ln a state given by .

+ zlzr-1>

(a) Write down the values obtained for measuremenrs of

(1) J2

(2) r,
(3) L2

(4) L,

(5) s2

9,2

n
Lt

3.

l\,-k>j

(6)

(7)

(8)

S
z

-J -)L.S

Energy ( in completely rlon-relativistic approximat ion. )

Give your answers in terms of fundamental constants.
one value is possible, glve the relative probability
value and calculate the expectation value.

I part (b )
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(b) In Ehe decay of this state - rvhat spontaneous transitions are
permitted by the electric dipole seleetion rules? tritrat, in
order or magnitude, are the relative transition probabilities?

4. Discuss quali.tatively the shift due to a constant external electrlc
field Eo of the n = 2 energy levels of hydrogen. Negleet spin, buE
include the observed zero fiel-d splitting of the 2s and 2p states I+i,

_5
W=E2s-E rul-0 eV.

2p

Consider separalely the cases Eoao >> W and Eoa.o << W, where ao is
the Bohr radlus

5.
(a) Uslng the fact that electrons f-n a molecule are confined Eo a volume

typical of a moLecule estimat,e the spacing in energy of the excited
states of the electrons. (Ee'.ctroni")

(b) As nuclei in a moLecule move they dlstort electronic qrave functions.
This distortion changes the electronlc energy. The nuclei oscillate
about positions of mtnimum total energy: electrons plus the repulsive
coulomb energy between nuelei. Estimate the frequency and therefore
the energy of these vLbrations (rE--=.--_,^_) by saytng that a nucl_eus ls in
a harmonic oscill-ator .potential . vl-DraELon-

(e) Estimate the devlations from the equilibrlum sites of the nucLei.

(d) Estimate the energy of the rotational excitatlons (Eroa)

(e) Estimate the Eatio of E,,-,-i Eyib, Erot. i* terms of the ratio of el-ectronereqE
mass to nuclear *."" M"

-"'
6. Conslder the hyperon non-leptonie weak decays

0

A _>Pr

0

A *,no

E -> r1'lT-

+0
X ->PT

++
X -+ nx'

-0
E -> A 

-iT-

0 00
3 ->A?I
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5. contt.

On assuming that these (AS) = I weak decays satisfy the AT = \ rule,
use the attached tables ro find the values of x,y and z below:

0

* = ALIn:_up
A(A -r nn )

,=

a.G_ *l--t-l-
'=A(E-*Aon-)

A denotes the transition ampl-itude. ,

7 . The p - meson is a meson resonance uith mass of 769 I'leV and width of
154 MeV. It can be produced experlmentally by bombarding a hydrogen
target wlth a r - meson beam,

n-p + pon

(a) litrat is the lifetime and mean decay distance for a 5 GeV p0?

(b) lJhat is the n- threshold energy for producing p0 mesons?

(c) If the production cross sectlon !s L mb = LO-'7 cm2 and the liquid hydrogen
target, is 30 em long, how rmny p0 *u"orr" are produced on the average
per incident r-? (The densiry of liquid hydrogen is .07 gr/c.c.)

(d) po *."ot" decay almost instantaneously into n++ ,r-. Given that the p0
is produced in the forward direction in the lab frame wj-th an energy
of 5 GeV, what is the minimum opening angle between the outgoing
n* and r- in the 1ab frame?

8. Two accelerator facilities are under construction which r+111 produce
the neutral- intermediate vector boson, Zo, v::a the process

.r0e + e' -+ z

The mass of the zo is M_o = gZ Gei/cz
zu /& vElrv

(a) fina the energy of the electron beams needed for the colLiding beam
facility under constructlon.
Assume that a fixed target facility is to be built, such that a beam
of e* will strike a tar[et of e- at rest.

(b) llhat 1s the required e* bea* energy for this case?

(c) litrat is the energy and velocity of the Za (in Ehe Lab) after production?

Iquestion conEinues on the next page]
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B. conrt.

(d) find thq maximum energy in the 1ab frame of muons from the subsequent
decay zo * u* + u-

9. It is suggested that non-rotating bLaek holes can radiate all possible
particles with equal a-priori probability. Assume that al-L bLaek
holes of given mass M radiate identically, estimate by dimensional
anaLysls on1y, the following:

(a) The classical radius of the blaek hoLe of mass M.
:

(b) Assuning the black hole radlates as an antenna whaL is the energy
of a typical radlated particle? Is there an upper l-imit on such
energy?

(c) Typical time between emission of two particles and the energy emitted
per unit tlme.

(d) The mass M(t) of the black hoLe as a function of time and the holets
lifetime
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DEPAITTMENT] OI' I'IIY S I CS

Ph . D . Qualifying Exaurj-nation
GENBML PHYS ICS

Ansr,rer each question in a separate book and marlc the question number
and your name clearly on each book.

Answer eight out of the follorving ten qucstions.

1. Many of the fundamental discoveries of the 20th centry in basic physics
have 1ed to a wide variety of i>ractical. applicirtj-ons. Iixamples of such are:

a) Nrrclear Irlagnetic Resonance, used in the determination
of chemical structure or irr medicine.

b) Hydrogen Iulaser-, used as an atomi.c clock to provide timing
for more accurate navigation.

c) An IR or visible Laser, used in surgery or in machining rnetals.

d) The electron synchroton, used t.o provi.de radiation for
lithography in the fal;rication of large scale integrated circtrits.

e) The strong interaction of 1ti.ons, rrsed for radiation t.herapy
in the treatment of cancer.

f) The Fermi 1eve1s of doped semiconductors, used i-n the pro-
duction of tr;rnsistors.

For two of the above:

I. Give a quantiEative descripEion of the fundamenLal discovery
indicating Ehe details of the experiments involved and cxplaining
how they fit into che theoretical background.

II. Explain in detail how the applications are carried out, emphasizing
the features which make them superi-or to previous techniques.

2. Tritium, the isotope H3, undergoes beta-decay with a half-life of
12.5 years. An enriched sample of hydrogen gas, conEaining 0.1 gram
of. trj"Eium, produces 21 calories of heat per hour.

a) For these data, calculate the average energy of the B-particles
emitted.

b) What specifi-c measurements on the treta specLrum (inclucling the
decay nucleus) i-ndicate that thcre is an additional decay pro<luct
and specifically that it is lighr and neutral.

c) Give a critical, quantitative analysis of horu a careful
measurement of the beta spectrum of tritium can be used to
determine (or put an upPer limit on) the mass of the electronrs
ileutritlo.
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thc I-ollowing 6 quar)t"ities (acclrrate
Ilxpl irin thorougtrly ttre reasoning used

II at roorn tenrlter':lttrre ancl one
2

,\

3.

GENERAL PHYSICS

Make a numeri-cal estimate of 4 of
to within an order of magnitude) .

in ob ta i-ning your re sul t .

a) The el.astic modulus of stc..el (in dyne.sfcm2)

b) The height of ti-des on the oceitrl .

c) The viscosity (in dynes/crn?') {=or

atmosPhere Pressure.

d) The speed of terrestr ial
2 cal/"*'/min.).

rvj nds . (Yorr may use tlre sol a r cr.onstant

The average magnetic field in a permanent magnet.

The maximum height'of mountains on Earth. (Assume that mountains
break dor^rn under the st,ress produced by the gradient of gravity when
the strain exceeds tO-').

Your estimate should be made using fundamenta,l- atomic or astronomical- constants.
The expression for the intensity of radi-ation emitted per unit frequency
per unit solid angle by a particle of ctrarge c travelling with uniform
velocity B = v/c. through a medium <lf in<lex of refrac.Eion n is

e)

f)

4.

/ 
'f uit,rt(l-n Bcos0) dr

J,N--t

where 2T is the time spent in the meditrm and 0 is tl're direction of the
radiation wi-th respect to the direction of motion of tlre particle. For
the familiar ideal. case of Cerenkov radiation T + - and Ehe above integral
becomes a 6-function. A11 radiation is emiEted in the direction 0 = 0

and the intensity is proporti-onaI to the di-stance traversed l, = ZvT

a) Find 0^ and explain the origin of the exponential in the integral.
C

b) Do the integral in the given equation for the more general case of T
finite.

c) Takethecasen=1and0 smal1 (sin0ry0, cosOtl) tofind
an expression for the angular distribution of the forward radiation
emilted by a charged particl.c Eraversi.nl3 vacllum over the finiEe
distanceL=2v'f.

d) Explain, referri-ng to the exprcssion in (c), how radiation can
be emitted by a charged particle travelling at uniform velocJ_E.y
in a vacuum inside a metal vessel.

-4JlgL,-O)-- ez,,tz . zn
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CC: Lutn B tl}.

In a recently televised program on wtrales, it was reported that,
rrscientists have dj-scovered that whales are quite near-sighted out of
water,"[that is, when both the whales and the objects they are looking
at are out of water]. Assuming that r,ilrales have good eyesight in water:

a) Show, with the help of a sketch, thaL wirales must be near-sighted
out of water.

Suppose you are asked to design ;r pair of eyeglasses (not contact
lenses) for a wha1e, so that it can see out of water. Should the
lenses be converging or diverging? If the radius of curvature of
the outer surface of the lens of the whal"ets eye is r and Ehe
g1-asses are to sit a di.sLance d': r from tltis surface, find the
focal length of the lens of tl're glasses. You may make the usual
sma1l angle approximations.

A Carnot engine operates oq one mole of ideal classical monatomic gas. At
the beginning of the isothermal expansion the tempcrar-rrre is 4'to and the

volume is V-. At the beginning of the isothermal comprcssion tire temperature
o

ls T and the volume is 64V . Let W denote the work done by the gas per
oo

cycle. Now suppose a similar engine operates on one mole of

diatomic gas, with all parameters the same as before' excepE

work per cycle i.s I,l-. Find l{/'nl.
Devise a me[trod

light source.

is appl icable .

The Stanford Linear Accelerator has:r lengtlt of 2 milcs ( = 3.22 km) and

accelerates electrons to a final energy of 20 GeV ( = 2 x 101oeV).

a) Assuming that fhe accelerating electric field is uniform and thar

b)

the iniEial kinetic energy of the el-ectrons is zeto, calculate the

length of the accelerator as seen by the electrons in the beam

(I"1e = .511 MeV/c2).

If the 20 GeV electron beam co1l ides with a stat.iorrary proton

target, calculate the energy in the cenEer of mass of the electron-
proton system (Itp = 938 UeV/c2).

The followj-ng ratios of decay rates have the approximate val-ues shovrn. Give
a short explanation of why they have these values. (Answer si-x out oE seven.)

RATIO

b)

6.

class ical
that the

7. to measrrre the barrclwidtlr, n"' ,of a rluasinionclrromat j-c incoherent
t')

Explain the method and derive the bandwidth range to which it

I(no* y+ e+ + e )

f (ro-, y+ y)

VA1.,UI!

.01a)

t-'2b)
f (K: + Tr+ + r )

8.

9.
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9 . (cont inued)

RATIO

PAGE 4

C,: L-:'^-rB 'k

YAllrJIi

0c)

f)

s)

d) r(t' + P + n-)
f (Ao + n + ,,o)

e) r (zo * ul r: o-)
r(zo->u++u)

r(4 + "* + n )

.LI
f (u' -> e' + v *v )eu

rrrl + n* + n )

r(x+ + n* + ,o)

2 x l0-3

lC. a)

b)

c)

d)

Given that the mass of the strn is 2 x 10"g, estimate the
number of electrons in the srrn. Assurne the sun is largely
composed of atomic Hydrogen.
In a white dwarf star of one solar mass the atoms are all ionized and container
in a sphere of radius 2 x 10e cm. Fj-nd the Fermi Iinergy of the
electrons in eV.

If the temperature of the white dwarf is 107K, discuss whether
the electrons and/or nucleons in thc star are degenerate.

If the above number of electrons were contained in a pulsar of one solar
mass and of radius 10km, find the order of magnitude of their Fermi

Energy.
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Answer 5 out of 6 questions.

1. Use the Bohr-Sormnerfeld quantization rule to calculate the allowed

energy levels of a ball which is bouncing elastieally in Ehe vertical
direction.

2. One dimensional particles of total energy E > 0 encounter a one

dimensional pot,ential well of depth Vo and width L. Calculate

the transmission coefficients:
a) present the general equation it saEisfies.
b) solve for E << V .

o
c) solve for E ,, Vo

d) Is there a situation where the transmission of particles is
perfect? (i.e. transparent).

e) Can you see any application of this phenomenon?

3. A fact: For a one dimensional Schriidinger equation

1H = ;i- p2 + V(x) [x,p] = i:-zm
with V(x) ( 0 for all x 

"rra -fv1*)dx < 0, there always exists a

negative energy state ( = bound state).
The Actual Question
Consider now a three dimensional Schrijdinger equation with

'1 +^ ->
H3 = Zi p' + v(x) [*i,Pj] = i6ij

and agaj-n v(i) -.0 for all i and Ju<*> d.3x < 0. Does H" still
alwa)rs have a bound state for all such V(i)t

Either a) Find a counterexample.

b) Prove that H" always has a bound st.at.e.
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4. Two j-dentical particles of spin \ are confined to a cubical box whose

sides are d = 10-8cm in length. There is an aEtractive potential

between pairs of particles of strength Vo = 10-3 eV, acting r,*tenever

the distance between the particles is less than 10 1o 
"*. 

Using non-

relativistic perturbation theory, calculate the ground state energy.

Take the mass of the particles to be that of the electron.

5. Coherent states of one dimensional harmonic oscillator are defined as

eigenvectors of the annihiJ-ation operator a:

tlYl' = )'lY^ >' 1 a comPlex number'.

a) Find an expression for lY.'"" a sum over harmonic oscillator

eigenstates ltr.
b) Show that the probabilities of the various states in this sum

are given by a Poisson distribution:
i.e. P(n) = g-P ,'/rr! , and f ind P.

6. Consider the one dimensional quantum mechanical system given by the

Hamiltonian

H = r4pz * #; +,<x2 r,*rere [x,p] = i, tr > o

In analogy with the construction of the eigenvalues of the angular

momentum operator L5r we propose to find the eigenvalues of H,

with the help of raising and lowering operaEors.

a) Show that the operators H, I( and D have simple corrtrutation

relations with each other, nirere

K=tzpz +fr-LrxZ
o=*(xp+px)= Lxp+1<

2

b) Show that C = H2 + D2 - K2 corunutes with H, D and K using
o

the commutation relations derived in a). (C' is analogous to
-+^ o
L=i H, D and K are analogous to Lr, L, and Lr).

c) Calculate C explicitly in terms of x and p, using the defj-nitions

of H, D and K. Check your result of b).
d) Show that D + K, applied to an ei-genstate of H reproduces an

eigenstate of H, with higher eigenvalue. This is Ehe raising

operator. Write down the lowering operator-

e) Find all eigenvalues of II.
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Answer FIVE of the f ollowing s ix questions :

1. A closed cylinder is divided into three volumes separated by walls.
Each part contains I mole of an ideal gas, but the three gases are
of different kinds. The temperatures are equa1.
One subsequently removes the waI1s separating the gases. Calculate
the change in entropy (1) thermodynamically; (2) srarisrically.

2. Protons have a nuclear gyromagnetic ratio corresponding to 42.6 yftlz/ l0kc.

(a) At room temp.trarrt" and in a constant magnetic field of 10kG, what
fraction of the protons in water are in their lowest spin state?

(b) A lG linearly polarized magnetic field at 42.61fi12 is applied to
this sample for 10 psec along an axis normal to the l0kG field.
Using perturbation theory, calculate the probability Ehat a proton
initially in the ground spin state will be promoted to the excited
spin stat.e. Estj.mate the error in your calculation.

(c) What would the error be if the rf field's ampliLude is raised to l0G?

3. Using the followi-ng constants and any other j-nformation that you know,
estimate:

(a) The temperature on the surface of the sun.
(b) The solar radius.
(c) ttre total energy ouEput of Ehe sun.

(d) The solar energy reaching the earth.
Constants:

Planckts h = 6.6 x LO-27 e:g sec,
stefan-Boltzmann's o = r'iu / eo7'r3"2 = 5.7 x l0-s erg "e"-1 c*- 2 

K-r+

Radius of earth r = 6.4 x 106 m

Raciius of earthrs orbit Ro = 1.5 x 10r1m
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4. For each of two of the follorving properties, describe carefully an
experiment in which a precise measurement can be made. In each case,
indicate in detail the equipmenE Eo be used, the quantities to be
measured, how the measurements are to be combined to give the desired
result and the accuracy which can be aehj-eved.

(a) The binding energy of the deuteron.

(b) The lifetine of the neutral pion.
(c) The lifetime of the free neutron.
(d) The energy of the K-alpha x-ray of lead

(e) The mass (or limit of mass) of the neutrino.
(f) The magnetic moment (or g-2) of the electron.

5. Suppose that one detects a flux of very energetic particles from the
binary star system Cygnus X-3, with the particles always arriving
within a fixed 15 minute portion of the 4.8 hour binary period of
Cygnus X-3. Suppose also that the particle energies vary by at, most
a factor of 2 and that the maximum energy is l0bGeV. Take the distance
from Cygnus X-3 to earth to be 40,000 light-years.
(a) 0btain an upper bound on the mass of the particle-
(b) If that mass is at least lGeV/c 2, what is the shortest possible

half-life consistent with the data?

6. Each of the following branching ratios is determined by a selection rule
or conservation law. In six of the eight following cases explain
the principle involved and, if possiblElestimate the ratio.

(a)f(n-+e-i*)

f (n- + u-; )'u
(b) r (K, + n+n- )

r (r^ + r+ 'r )
S

II-L(c) f (K' + Tr' + e' + e )

I

r(r+ + n'o + e+ + v )oie

-L 0.(d) r(p+1r'Tr n-)

r(p + n+ r-)
*+o

(e)f(N -+r p)

(f) f(U-+e-+Y)

r(u-->e +v- +v^;ue'
(g) I(no + e+ e )

I(n+ -| e+ no v-)

(h) f(p + e+ no)

I(rr+ + e+ ,o v )

*r r

r (N7sri- -+ ,+p)
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Part I - MECHANICS

Answer 3 out of 4 questions ( 1-4 )

str ing
Two beads, each of mass m, slide on a

mas s ive (M) hoop wh ich is su spended

from a light string. Assume the beads

slide without friction and are released

from rest at the top of the hoop.

a) If I,l = 0, at what angle 0 will the hoop

b ) For an arb itrary mas s h oop , vilrat is the

required for Lhe hoop to rise? Express

1.

2. According t,o Yukawa t s theory of
a neutron and a proton has the

The rnoEio

Stokes eq

and the c

-) ->+
v = v(xrt

The hydro

the tempe

beg in to rlse?

minimum mass of a bead that is
your answer in terms of I'I.

forces, the attractive force between

K "-ot

nuclear
potential

V(r) =
T

( the total energy) for motion in

3.

a) Find 9" ( the angular momentum) and

a circle of radi-us a.

b) Find the period of circular motion and the period of small radial
oscillation.

c) Show that the nearly circular orbits are almost closed rdren o,a is very small.

viscous fluid is described by the Navier-

t;.' and c = p (i, t) is
depends on the mass

coeff ici-ents cr and

n of a compressible and

uat ion
rb

p l++ (+ .?'* I

Lot ' \' V"'J=

ont inu ity equa t ion
ln \+ + div (pv) = 0.
DI

) is the f luid I s veloci
static pressure P= P(c)

rature) The viscos ity

-a7-VP + oV'v +
+

( div v)
+

BV

the fluidts mass densitl'.

density p (as well as on

g are posj-tive constants.

rl
lt
T/
,V
'' R.

( continued on page 2)
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The effects of gravity are assumed to be negligible. The equilibrium
state of the fluid tras i(i, r) equal Lo zero and p (i, t) equal ro a consranr
p^. Consider smal1-amplitude departures from these equilibrium values
(linearized equations) as a monochromatj-c plane wave of angular frequency
travels through the fluid in the *z direction:

t(o(i,., = P . _ i(kz CIt)
)e \

o

values of the propagation constant k and the corresponding
(Eransverse and longitudinal). Express your answers in
$, and the constant C defined as

/\c= r3t j

1 'o /0"

Find the possible
-+

polar Lzations 6v
o

terms of CI, Qe, cle

4. A thin rectangular plate with uniform density is mounted so that j-t.s

dj-agonal is vertical, and is rotated with constant angular speed about

this diagonal. Ca1culate Ehe angular momentum and torque neeessary to
sustain this motion with respect to the lowest corner. Express your

answer in terms of M, a, b and t (a and b desi-gnated in the drawing beIow.)

L5
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5.

Parr II ELECTRICITY AND i'IAGNETI S}{

Answer 3 out of 4 questions (5-B)

A bar magnet 1s suspended so that it is free to rotate over the

center of a copper disk which lies j-n a horizontal pIane.

._l*__

The disk is made xo rotateVin a counterclockwise direction.
a) Describe quali.tativeldthe patEern of currents induced in Ehe rotating

disk. \J
b) Will the magnet rotate in the same or opposite di-rection as the disk?

whv?

A charge density o(e; = oo cos 0 esu/cm2is glued over the surfaee of a

spherical shell of radius X (oo is a constant and 0 is the polar angle
as shown in the sketch). There is a vacuum, with no charges, both
insi-de and outsi-de of the she1l. Calculate the electrosLatic potential
and the elecEric field both inside and outside the shel1.

,/-o(0) = oo cos 0

7. A conducting spherical shell of radius a, j-s placed in a uniform
electrical field i. Find the force tending to separate two halves
of the sphere across a diametrical plane perpend.icular to l. Let

rro

6.

B. Consider a capaciEor

121
by a distance A. A

f ormed out of rwo ( inf init ely long ) cyl inders of
which are parallel. Their centers are separated
ver t ical v j-ew is g iven in th e f igure :

Compute the capacitance C

The electric permittivity
to g .

this capacitor (per unit length).
the maLerial is constant and equal

of

of

Az
t

I
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